FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
AYANA HOTEL GROUP WORK TOGETHER WITH BIZNET TO DONATE
PROTECTIVE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT TO BALI HOSPITALS

Bali, Indonesia (22 May 2020): From the capital city of Denpasar to the beautiful shores of
Jimbaran Bay, AYANA and RIMBA resorts partnered with telecommunications leader, Biznet,
to donate several thousand pieces of vital protective equipment to Bali hospitals and
communities in May.
Over four different visits, hotel staff members and Biznet employees put on their protective
masks and worked together to distribute PPEs including 1,850 hazmat suits, 40,500 surgical
masks, 1,220 N95 masks, 500 cloth masks, 1,940 face shields, 90 goggles and 38,000 hand gloves.
On 18 May 2020, Jimbaran Village authorities were the first group to receive donations in
support of the community’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Protective medical supplies
were distributed to be used by Jimbaran Village authorities.
On 20 May 2020, donors met with the Vice Regent of Badung, Badung Health Center, and
Badung National Board for Disaster Management at the Department of Communication and
Informatics Office. Badung’s Mangusada Hospital was very grateful for the contribution of
emergency supplies.

On 21 May 2020, AYANA and Biznet teams coordinated their efforts at Sanglah Hospital,
where the Chief Director and his team gratefully accepted the welcomed donations to help stock
the hospital’s supply of protective medical equipment for healthcare workers and patients.

Lastly, the final donation will be given to Udayana Hospital located in Jimbaran by the end of
May. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Udayana Hospital had been designated as a Special
Isolation Hospital for Covid-19 patients.
"As marked in our brand DNA, we are always supportive of the society and we would love to
take this chance to thank all the frontline healthcare workers. They are our national heroes,"
explained by Stefan Fuchs, General Manager of AYANA Resort.

“We are proud to be part of this program, and we would like to use this opportunity to thank all
healthcare frontline workers for the amazing work. We are committed to support COVID-19
patients to stay strong and always think positive,” said Adi Kusma, President Director of Biznet.
By donating the medical equipment to Bali Hospitals, the AYANA hotel group & Biznet would
like to take this opportunity to express sincere appreciation for all medical workers who have
been handling COVID-19 patients by fighting the battle against the coronavirus.

-EndsAbout AYANA Resort and Spa, BALI
Located just 12km from the international airport, the hotel enjoys majestic 1.3km cliff coastline above the
Jimbaran Bay. The 98-hectare estate is also home to RIMBA Jimbaran BALI by AYANA, a 403-room
resort, and AYANA Residences, Bali’s first purely residential community integrated with a five-star resort.
AYANA’s 294 rooms & suites blend classic elegance with traditional Balinese aesthetics, while each room
features design interiors, marble bathrooms, furnished balconies, and inter-connecting doors. The resort
also features 78 luxurious villas, complete with private plunge pools and spectacular ocean backdrops; a
22,000sqm spa featuring 53 treatments rooms, with one of the world’s largest Aquatonic Seawater
Therapy Pools and the Spa on the Rocks villas set on the cliff above the Indian Ocean; 15 wedding
venues; 12 freshwater swimming pools including a children’s pool; a salt-water infinity Ocean Beach Pool
at the cliff’s base; private beach; 19 dining venues; 15 meeting venues; a business center, 18-hole golf
putting course; two tennis courts; a jogging path; two fitness centers; two kids’ clubs and a business
center.

About The Villas at AYANA Resort, BALI
The Villas at AYANA are terraced along exclusive cliff-tops overlooking Jimbaran’s captivating sunset
coast. with 78 pool villas designed to accommodate couples, groups and families alike, The Villas at
AYANA is Bali’s luxurious choice for holiday, wedding and conference accommodation. The resort
benefits include stellar service from internationally-certified personal butlers, guaranteed sunset
reservations at Rock Bar and VIP status across AYANA Resort. Each villa is opulently appointed with
secluded tropical gardens, spacious marble bathrooms, Balinese artworks and exquisite in-villa dining
options.
About AYANA Hotels
Established in 2009, AYANA comprises five world-class resorts and hotels in Bali, Jakarta and Labuan
Bajo. AYANA means “a place of refuge” in Sanskrit, where peace, harmony and happiness are embodied
and celebrated. The intertwining plants and flowers of the AYANA logo symbolize the ideal of the
Balinese concept of creation and existence, the uniting of the human world with the natural
word. AYANA Hotels are recognized for their genuinely caring and truly attentive service inspired by
authentic Balinese hospitality, and include: AYANA Resort and Spa, BALI; The Villas at AYANA Resort,
BALI; RIMBA Jimbaran BALI by AYANA; AYANA Komodo Resort, Waecicu Beach and AYANA
Midplaza JAKARTA.
About Biznet
Biznet is an integrated digital infrastructure company in Indonesia, providing Internet, Data Center,
Cloud Computing and IPTV services. We have a strong commitment to build modern infrastructure to
reduce digital gap between Indonesia and other developing countries. Biznet has been operating
thousands of KM state of the art Fiber Optic Network and the largest data center in Indonesia since
2000. For more information about the company, please visit www.biznetnetworks.com.
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